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News from the Center
By John Sanders, NBRC Director

We hope this edi on finds you well and, like us, Kiln Opera on for Plant Personnel." This is
looking forward to the Clemson Brick Forum. being arranged for the Sunday a ernoon
before the Forum itself oﬃcially starts. We are
Planning is in full swing!
working with some experts from industry to put
We are really excited about the talks that we
this program together and hope to have more
have been able to put together for the Forum
details by the next issue. This seminar will be
this year. The first dra of the Technical
an excellent opportunity for plant personnel
Program for the 2022 Clemson Brick Forum
who need some addi onal training.
is complete and you can find a copy on page
22 of this issue. You may no ce that there are Also new to this year’s Forum, we are working
several presenta ons on energy savings and with the BMW plant in Spartanburg (near
reducing carbon footprints-- we hope you will Greenville-Spartanburg Airport) to hold spots
find these helpful as these issues become more for plant tours on Wednesday morning a er
the Forum. These limited spots will be firstand more important.
come-first-serve. We will send registrants a link
We are also working on including in this year’s
as soon as it is made available to us.
Forum a special educa onal session on "Tunnel
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"News" continued
®

Forum registra on is open and we encourage
you to register sooner rather than later, as early
registra on numbers help us with planning all
the Forum events. Please see page 20 for more
informa on on Forum registra on.

Turnkey plants
and equipment

In other news, we have a Short Course
happening here at NBRC August 1 – 4. At this
point the course is full, but please call Jessica
Wagner at 864-656-1094 to see if there have
been any cancella ons or addi ons of extra
seats. We are looking ahead to future Short
Courses and will publish the 2023 Short Course
schedule in our next issue.

Ceratec · Rue du Touquetstraat 228 · B-7783 Ploegsteert · T. +32 56 56 57 57 · info@ceratec.eu · www.ceratec.eu

the chemistry of surfaces instead of just
measuring a single spot. This instrument will
not only improve our ability to analyze defects
but will also significantly expand our ability to
understand microstructural development and
the eﬀect of addi ves. We are really excited
about the poten al uses of this instrument.
We will publish more informa on about this
addi on in future issues.

Last month the ASTM C15 (Manufactured
Masonry Units) Mee ng happened in Sea le,
Washington. It was the first in-person mee ng
since the beginning of the COVID pandemic.
This commi ee is responsible for all of the Looking forward to seeing you at the 2022
brick standards that we use (like C67, C216, Clemson Brick Forum!
C652, C902 and C1272). Mike Walker, Kathy
Hill, and I jointly lead The Methods of Test
Task Group, and this task group is working
on an alternate rapid freeze thaw durability
test procedure (please see the ar cle in
our last issue for more informa on). The
test method was well received and, in the
near future, will move to the ini al stages of
ballo ng and commen ng. Other ongoing
work includes measurement of dimensions for
special shapes and an Interlaboratory Study
on shell thickness and warpage that is used
to develop the precision and bias statements
in C67 for each test method. These precision
and bias statements express the inherent
uncertainty in the measurements and aid in
the interpreta on of results. The next round
of ASTM mee ngs will be held in New Orleans
in early December. Please visit h ps://www.
astm.org/get-involved/technical-commi ees/
commi ee-c15 to learn more about the work
going on in this ASTM commi ee.
Finally, we are expanding our lab capabili es
again. We have purchased a new X-Ray
Fluorescence (XRF) instrument that can map
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Bloating, Coring, and
Sulfate Decomposition,
Part 1*
By John Sanders

Black cores, or bloa ng, are common firing defects for materials that are high in carbon and/or sulfur. When high carbon
and/or sulfur occur in a brick that also has low permeability, firing without these defects can be very, very diﬃcult. An
example of both coring and bloa ng can be seen in Figure 1. Coring occurs when gas is produced within the body a er the
onset of vitrifica on (glass forma on in the soak zone of the kiln). The gas can come from incomplete carbon burnout or
from pyrite oxida on. In both cases, carbon and sulfur take oxygen from the iron oxide and this produces the characteris c
black or purple color. Bloa ng occurs in extreme cases of coring when the gas is trapped. Sulfate decomposi on can also
contribute to bloa ng. In addi on to raw material characteris cs, the unit configura on (brick size, coring, etc.) can also
influence the tendency for these defects.

Figure 1 – Example of Coring and Bloa ng on Lab Fired Sample

In this ar cle we will explore the causes of coring and bloa ng with a diﬃcult material. This material not only has a
rela vely high carbon and sulfur content, but it also has a very low permeability. In Part 1 of this ar cle, we will look at
the eﬀect of par cle size and kiln atmosphere on bloa ng tendency. In Part 2 of this ar cle, we will explore strategies to
reduce coring tendency.
An example of the coring and bloa ng process is shown in Figure 2. During the preheat sec on of the kiln, oxygen diﬀuses
into the body to oxidize carbon and sulfur from sulfides. The products of oxida on (like carbon dioxide, carbon monoxide,
and sulfur dioxide) must diﬀuse back out of the brick and into the kiln exhaust. The ability for these gases to move is
related to the permeability of the body and the unit configura on. Permeability is related to the par cle size distribu on
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"Bloating, Coring, and Sulfate Decomposition" continued
(and par cle packing) and determines how easily oxygen can diﬀuse into the body as well as the products of combus on
to exit. The permeability is highest just a er the clay mineral decomposes; permeability begins to decrease a er the onset
of vitrifica on. With respect to unit configura on, larger solid brick are more suscep ble than smaller highly cored brick.
This has to do with how far the gasses have to travel into and out of the brick. Thinner cross sec ons are preferred to
minimize coring and bloa ng.

Figure 2 – Coring Mechanism
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Totally Relineable Dies
Brick Dies
Shape Dies
Lug Paver Dies
Roof Tile Dies
Floor Tile Dies
Terra Cotta Dies
Flue Dies
Repress Trim Dies
Extrusion Troubleshooting
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Completely Customizable Die for Your
Needs
In-House Casting Foundry to Allow for
Quality Castings
Quality Metals for Longer Wear Life of Dies
Texturing & Trimming Equipment

Reymond uses cutting edge
technology with CNC machines,
EDM machines, and SolidWorks
CAD design for complex die
assemblies that maybe required and
repeatable quality.

We are a representative of Sabo S.A., one of
the leading companies in constructing
Turnkey plants, producing all kinds of bricks
and tiles all over the world.
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"Bloating, Coring, and Sulfate Decomposition" continued
When carbon and sulfur are not completely removed during the preheat, they will take oxygen from (reduce) the iron
oxide in the body according to the following reac ons at higher temperatures:
 3Fe2O3 (red) + C  2Fe3O4 (black) + CO
 6Fe2O3 (red) + S  4Fe3O4 (black) + SO2
When the evolved CO or SO2 are trapped due to the sealing of pores during vitrifica on, bloa ng occurs.
In addi on to carbon and sulfur from sulfides like pyrite, sulfates can also contribute to bloa ng. Sulfates decompose
sluggishly in the soak zone and also produce SO2 gas. When this gas cannot escape it can also cause bloa ng.
The thermal analysis for this material showing gas evolu on is shown in Figure 3. The emissions of water vapor (due to
the clay mineral decomposi on – aka dehydroxyla on) is shown in blue while the carbon dioxide (CO2) emission due to
the oxida on of organics is shown in red. The sulfur dioxide (SO2), which take place in two dis nct temperature ranges,
are shown in purple. The lower temperature peak (around 830°F) is due to the oxida on of pyrite (FeS2) while the higher
temperature emission that starts above 1300°F and persists through the soak is due to the decomposi on of sulfates (like
gypsum). In fact, the sulfate decomposi on does not peak un l approximately 1950°F. For this analysis a small sample was
analyzed in a flowing atmosphere of 20% oxygen, which means all of the reac ons take place at temperatures lower than
you would expect in the kiln where you have larger samples and less air circula on. This type of analysis can be used as
a guide for where to ideally expect reac ons to occur in the kiln. When there is not enough oxygen to completely oxidize
all the carbon or sulfur, these reac ons can be delayed into the soak zone and lead to coring or bloa ng as described
previously.
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"Bloating, Coring, and Sulfate Decomposition" continued

Figure 3 – Simultaneous Thermal Analysis Analysis of Raw Material
A dilatometer analysis for this material is shown in Figure 4. The hea ng por on of the analysis is shown in green, and
the cooling por on is shown in red. The most important thing to note here is that the onset of vitrifica on occurs around
1780°F. This is where glass starts to form, which further seals the pores and prevents the movement of gas. As we noted
from the gas evolu on data, the sulfate decomposi on does not peak un l approximately 1950°F. The combina on of low
permeability, which is compounded by vitrifica on, and the rela vely large gas evolu on at high temperatures makes this
body especially suscep ble to bloa ng.
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"Bloating, Coring, and Sulfate Decomposition" continued

Figure 4 – Dilatometer Analysis of Raw Material
To test factors that influence bloa ng, samples were extruded in the lab with three grinds and tested under three kiln
atmospheres as shown in Table 1. A total of nine test condi ons were evaluated. With respect to atmosphere, the
20% oxygen represents good oxida on condi ons for the kiln while the 100% nitrogen atmosphere represents very poor
oxida on condi ons for the kiln. The three grinds were evaluated to determine if finer grinding of the sulfides and sulfates
would reduce the tendency for bloa ng. While the finer grinds should help increase the rate that the sulfates and sulfides
decompose, they may result in lower permeability of the body. Both dilatometer analysis and simultaneous thermal
analysis (STA) were used to evaluate the samples. Dilatometer analysis measures dimensional change as a func on of
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"Bloating, Coring, and Sulfate Decomposition" continued
temperature and hea ng rate while the STA analysis measures weight loss and gas evolu on as a func on of hea ng rate.
For this study only a single hea ng rate was evaluated due to the number of samples.
Table 1 – Tes ng Condi ons
Grind
As Received (Plant Grind)

Atmosphere
80% nitrogen
20% oxygen

-20 Mesh

(oxidizing)
95% nitrogen

-100 Mesh

5% oxygen
100% nitrogen
(oxygen poor)

The eﬀect of atmosphere on the tendency for bloa ng for the “As Received (Plant Grind)” is shown in the dilatometer analysis
in Figure 5. For this grind, the shrinkage for the 20% oxygen and the 5% oxygen batches were very similar while the oxygen
poor (100% nitrogen) sample had an earlier onset of shrinkage (as would be expected for an oxygen-poor atmosphere).
A er the ini al shrinkage, the sample fired in the oxygen-poor condi on displayed an expansion due to bloa ng, followed
by rapid shrinkage in the dilatometer analysis. This is characteris c behavior for bloa ng in the dilatometer. The expansion
is due to residual carbon and sulfur that did not oxidize during the preheat. At higher temperatures, the carbon and sulfur
will take oxygen from the iron oxide and produce gas. When the gas is unable to escape through the pores of the brick,
then expansion occurs. Delayed sulfate decomposi on can also produce gas that leads to bloa ng.

LINGL INSTALLATION & SERVICE, US –
YOUR PARTNER FOR PROJECTS AND SERVICE

PLANT CHECKS

OPTIMIZATION

Our service engineers helps minimise downtime, extend machine
life and avoid expensive repair.

Implementation of technical innovations and new developments
to optimise your operations.

PROCESS ANALYSIS
Based on analysis of processes of
your dryer and kiln, we indicate
potential in quality, capacity
and energy.

SPARE PARTS
Qualiﬁed technical advice on all
spare and wear part enquiries
and quick supply of
original parts.

ROBOT SERVICE
We are specialized in performing
minor and major maintenance
work on Fanuc robots.

SAFETY SYSTEMS
Modiﬁcation of safety systems and
evaluation devices (e.g. safety
doors, safety light barriers
and muting systems).

LINGL Installation & Service Co. Inc.
522-B Arbor Hill Road · Kernersville, NC 27284, USA · phone: +1 (336) 992-3787 · fax: -3788 · mail: service@lingl-usa.com
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"Bloating, Coring, and Sulfate Decomposition" continued

Figure 5 – Eﬀect of Oxygen Content on Onset of Vitrifica on
The carbon burnout, as measured by STA (CO2 Emissions), is shown in Figure 6 for the “As Received” material for each
atmosphere. Similarly, the sulfur dioxide evolu on for these samples is shown in Figure 7. In both cases, the 20% oxygen
samples the CO2 and SO2 emissions started earlier and finished earlier than the atmospheres with less oxygen, as expected.
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"Bloating, Coring, and Sulfate Decomposition" continued
The 5% oxygen samples showed delayed onsets for the emissions to start but s ll seemed to complete in a similar fashion to
the 20% oxygen samples. Finally, the samples fired in the oxygen-poor condi ons showed a suppression of the CO2 and SO2
emissions which indicates that the carbon and sulfur are trapped in the body. The residual trapped carbon and sulfur will
take oxygen from iron oxide at higher temperatures and produce gas a er the onset of vitrifica on as described previously.
Addi onally, delayed sulfate decomposi on can also produce gas that causes bloa ng. To compound the problem of the
trapped unoxidized carbon and sulfur, the onset of vitrifica on is typically reduced in oxygen-poor condi ons which further
reduces the permeability of the body. The combina on of reduced permeability due to vitrifica on and sealing of the
pores, along with gas produc on due to delayed sulfate decomposi on and/or residual, unoxidized carbon and sulfur, can
result in coring and bloa ng.

Figure 6 – Carbonate Decomposi on as a func on of Oxygen Content
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"Bloating, Coring, and Sulfate Decomposition" continued

Figure 7 – Sulfate Decomposi on as a func on of Oxygen Content

The tendency to bloat as a func on of grind in the oxygen-poor atmosphere is shown in Figure 8. Bloa ng occurred for
all three grinds and tended to increase with the finer grinds. Not only did the onset of vitrifica on decrease with the
finer grinds, the degree of bloa ng also increased. The lower onset of vitrifica on of the finer grinds helped to further
reduce the permeability of the body which increased the bloa ng. The rela ve amounts of CO2 and SO2 evolved during
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"Bloating, Coring, and Sulfate Decomposition" continued
firing are shown in Figures 9 and 10 respec vely. These graphs both show that the CO2 and SO2 emissions were lowest for
the oxygen-poor (100% nitrogen with no added oxygen) firings which results in more trapped gas and more poten al for
bloa ng. It is important to note that the emissions were generally higher at each oxygen level for the finer grinds, with
the -20 mesh grind showing the highest emissions. This indicates that there was some improvement in the rate of carbon
burnout and sulfide oxida on for the finer materials-- the reduc on in permeability caused by the finer grinds did not
allow all of the gas to escape in the larger dilatometer samples.

Figure 8 – Bloa ng as a Func on of Grind in Oxygen-poor Condi ons
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"Bloating, Coring, and Sulfate Decomposition" continued

Figure 9 – CO2 Emissions as a Func on of Atmosphere

Figure 10 – SO2 Emissions as a Func on of Atmosphere
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"Bloating, Coring, and Sulfate Decomposition" continued
In closing, the tendency to develop cores or, in more extreme cases, to bloat, is related to both the permeability of the
body and the tendency for gas to be produced a er the onset of vitrifica on. The gas produc on can be the result of
residual, unoxidized carbon and sulfur, which is related to the oxida on condi ons in the preheat of the kiln, and high
temperature sulfate decomposi on. Some brick bodies will be more suscep ble to these defects based on the par cle
size of the raw material, par cle packing, unit configura on, amount of carbon and sulfur in the body, and the oxida on
condi ons in the kiln. In the second part of this ar cle, we will talk about some possible ways to help reduce coring and
bloa ng in these diﬃcult to fire bodies.

*John Sanders
will present
Part 2
of this research
in the July 27
Webinar.
See page 18 for
more details.
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INDUSTRY EVENTS

July 27

NBRC Webinar:
"Bloating, Coring, and
Sulfate Decomposition,
Part 2," presented by
John Sanders

August 1 - 4

Short Course, NBRC,
Anderson, SC

August 31

NBRC Webinar:
"Operating an Efficient
and Consistent
Grinding Room,"
presented by Stedman
Machine Company

September 15

BERF/Executive Board
Meeting (Virtual)

September 20

NBRC Industrial
Advisory Board Meeting
(Virtual)

September
25 - 27

Clemson Brick Forum

November 16

NBRC Webinar

December 6 - 8 C15 Meeting:
Manufactured Masonry
Units, New Orleans, LA
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WEBINARS
Join us...
Wednesday, July 27 at 3:00 PM Eastern
for NBRC’s Webinar
“Bloating, Coring, and Sulfate Decomposition, Part 2”
Presented by John Sanders
John presented Part 1 of this research in May
at the 2022 Combined Spring Meeting in Charlotte
and it is summarized in this issue of Brickyard Magazine.
Join via WebEx:

•Meeting number (access code): 2303 963 1209 Meeting password: 82SUwbf3pgP
•Join from a video system or application
•Dial 23039631209@clemson.webex.com
•You can also dial 173.243.2.68 and enter your meeting number.

Save the Date...
Wednesday, August 31 at 3:00 PM Eastern
For NBRC's Webinar
"Operating an Efficient and Consistent
Grinding Room"
Presented by Stedman Machine Company
WebEx Details to be published in August via Constant Contact
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NBRC SHORT COURSES
At the Ɵme of publicaƟon, the August Short Course is
full; however, if you are sƟll interested in trying to join the
August course, please call Jessica Wagner, 864-656-1094,
to see if there have been any cancellaƟons or addiƟons
of extra seats.
TentaƟvely, our Short Courses for 2023 will take place in
March and August (firm dates to be determined).
Keep an eye on your email, follow our social media, and
check future ediƟons of
Brickyard Magazine for updates!

IS THIS AN
ORDINARY BRICK?
NOT IF
IT’S MADE
WITH
ADDITIVE-A®.
At Borregaard LignoTech, we’re dedicated to quality—
both yours and ours.
When you use Additive-A,® you are using a product
manufactured to the highest quality standards.
Our quality management system is ISO 9001:2000 certified,
and our technical specialists have been serving the clay
technology industry for over 50 years. Contact us to optimize
quality and reduce production costs in your plant today.

MORE THA
MORE
HAN
N MEET
ETS
S
THE
TH
E EY
EYE
E…AD
ADDITIVE
VE-A®

Additive-A®…
when quality
and performance
matter.

LignoTech USA • Tel: 715.355.3690
Fax: 715.355.3629
E-mail: ceramics@borregaard.com
www.lignotech.com
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The 2022 Clemson Brick Forum is September 25 - 27
in Anderson, SC, at the Anderson Civic Center.
We really hope to have you there!
Please register now to attend!

2 WAYS TO REGISTER:
1. Scan this QR code:

2. Visit our website brickandtile.org. Under the Events
tab, click on 2022 Forum. That will pull up the online
registration, and will also link you to hotel options.
Questions about how to register or how to Sponsor?
Call Jessica Wagner at NBRC (864-656-1094).
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2022 Brick Forum Information, continued

Proposed Forum Daily Schedule
(**Schedule is Tentative/Subject to Change**)
Sunday 9/25
TBD Golfing Activity
10:00AM - 4:00PM Vendor Setup
4:00PM - 4:30PM Registration Open
4:30PM - 5:30PM Educational Seminar
5:30PM - 9:00PM Hospitality
Monday 9/26
7:30AM Doors Open
8:00AM - 12:00PM Technical Program
12:00PM - 1:00PM Lunch (Provided)
1:00PM - 5:00PM Technical Program
5:00PM - 6:00PM JC Steele Cookout Reception
5:30PM - 7:00PM Steak Cookout
5:00PM - 9:00PM Hospitality Open
Tuesday 9/27
7:30AM Doors Open
8:00AM - 12:00PM Technical Program
(no vendor teardown during presentations)
12:00PM End of Forum
12:00PM - 4:00PM Vendor Teardown
1:00PM - 3:00PM Optional Tours of NBRC
(Just show up any time during this window)
Wednesday 9/28
9:30AM - 10:30AM Optional BMW Tour
10:30AM - 11:30AM Optional BMW Tour
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2022 Brick Forum Information, continued
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SESSION

SCHEDULED PRESENTATIONS

Best Practices

•Thermal Profiling Brick/Tile/Ceramics Processes
•Little Heatwork Things That Mean a Lot
•The Importance of Knowing and Monitoring your PSE's
•Standard QC Tests
•Transition to Automation and the Importance of Training
•Labor Management
•Bessemer King Size Upgrades - A Success Story
•Raw Materials
•Plant Operations

Environment, Health, •OSHA Plant Heat Survey
& Safety
Innovations

•Sustainable Innovation for the Thin Brick Production - Carbon
Neutral Plant
•Clean Gas Firing Technology for Emission Reduction Challenges, Experiences and New Solutions
•Direxion Scada system
•Going with the Sun - Electrifying a Fleet of Existing Delivery
Trucks
•Reducing Firing Temperature
•Energy Savings in your Shaping Equipment

Plant Upgrades

•Summit Brick New Setter
•Reliability Improvements at Elgin Plant
•1956 Kiln 3 Repair Work
•Blender Addition to Rome Unloader
•Automation of Thin Cutting Operation in Denver

Wall Systems

•Horse Soldier - Brick Mural
•Evaluation of Staining
•Update on MATTS Software
•Staining our Reputation - Finding the Actual Source of
Discoloration in Masonry Systems
•Big News from the Bed Joint
•Sustainability Reporting
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Thank you to our
2021 Brick Forum
Utility Size
Sponsors

Reymond Products Intl. / SABO

Thank you to our
2021 Brick Forum
King Size
Sponsors

Basic Machinery Co.
• Capaccioli S. R. L. •
Direxa Engineering, LLC
• Halbert Mill Co. •
Lingl Installation & Service Co., Inc.
• J. C. Steele & Sons, Inc. •
Prince Minerals • Signode
• Stedman Machine Company

Thank you to our Bernini Impianti SRL • Borregaard USA, Inc.
2021 Brick Forum
• Danser, Inc. • De Boer Machines
Queen Size Nederland BV • Hellmich GmbH & Co. KG
Sponsors • Keller HCW GmbH • MECO • MoistTech
Corp. • Star Engineering, Inc.

Thank you to our
2021 Brick Forum
Modular Size
Sponsors

Bedeschi • Ceratec • Dubose Strapping • E. Dillon
& Company • EH Wright Co. • Interstate Paper
Supply Company • Kimpe America LLC •
Leirimetal S. A. • McHale & Associates, Inc. •
Midwestern Industries, Inc. • Niokem •
Orton Ceramic Foundation • Rockett Inc. •
TMI USA, Inc.
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